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ADSORPTION SITES OF BROMINE QN Si(lll) 1x1 AND 7x7 SURFACES

P. Funke*

II. Institut für Experimentalphysik der Universität Hamburg,

Luruper Chaussee 149, 0-2000 Hamburg 50, FRG

and

G. Haterlik

Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at DESY,
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The adsorption sites of Br on well characterized ultra-high vacuuro prepared

Si(lll) 1x1 and 7x7 surfaces were determined with in situ X-ray standing

wave measurements. Only small differences were observed for low Br coverages

(< 1/3 ML) between the on-top adsorption taking place on the 1x1 and the

7x7 surfaces. This is in conformity with the change of the LEED pattern

and indicates a local reordering of the 7x7 unit cell. At Br coverages _> 1/3 HL

an outward shjft of the (111) Fourier component of the Bp distribution functiun

was measured. These results are rompared with models of the Si(lll) surface

and discussed with semi-empirical fo-rmjlae for the binding.
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I. Introduction

The adsorption of halogen atoms on Si(lll) has been studied in many theore-

tical and experimental investigations in order to determine the electronic

states and the geometrical arrangement of the Interface atoms. Because of

the expected monovalency of the halogen atoms, this System promises to be

a good case to learn in which way the chemisorption of atoms on the surface

depends on the reconstruction and relaxation of the Substrate and on the

electronic leuels and the electronegativity of the adsorbed species, and

in which way such Substrate properties are changed by the reaction on the

surface. A systematic comparison of the adsorption going through the halogen

series for example, can help to separate the influence of atomic size and

electronic effects for the adsorption process.

In particular, the geometrical structure of the Br/Si(lll) surface has been

investigated in several X-ray standing wave (XSU) studies /1-6/. Since Br

forms a stable, well ordered layer even upon chemical deposition, and since

such layers show a very low desorption rate, a comparison of different pre-

paration processes äs well äs different environments becomes feasible by

using XSW. The surface on-top site, which is expected for a monovalent bonding

of the Br to the Si dangling bond was found /2-V for chemisorption on a

mechano-chemically polished surface from an alcohol solution.

The same preparation technigue used on a cleaved surface showed at low coverages

the identical result with evidence of a small outward relaxation, but additional-

ly revealed another position with increasing coverage which aqreed with

a threefold ionic bonding site /6/. Independently, this later position was

measured in the first X5U study carried out in situ in ultra-high uacuum

on a Si(lll) 1x1 surface at - l HL Br coverage /5/. This result, however,

can also be interpreted with a model in which Br adsorption takes place

at the on-top site on a (111) surface which is inwardly relaxed by a large

amount of 0.5 R äs was suggested for the clean Si(Ul) 7x7 surface /7/.

In our present study we have compared the Br adsorption on 1x1 and 7x7 surfaces

and have measured the position äs a function of Br coverage. The results

identify the influence of the adsorbate on the Substrate surface Order and

give an estimate of the interaction of the Br at larger coverages. The

question of surface relaxation has been addressed äs well.
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II. Experimental Technigues

We hove used standing X-ray wavefields to determine the adsorbate geometry

äs well äs the noverage of adsorbed Br atoms. The simultaneous tneasurement

of the substrate reflectivity and Lhe inelastically scattered adsorbate

fluurescence photons can be used to determine the surface atom density func-

tion relative to a known origin in the undisturbed Substrate lattice, Its

application for surfoces and the mathematical procedure which is used to

extract the corresponding (hkl) Foiirier component of the surface atom density

from the measured data uf the Chkl) dynamical reflection has been described

in several prior publioations /6,8/ and a brief review of recent applica-

tions with synchrutron radiation is given in /9/.

The Experiment was carried out at the Instrument ROFMQ of the Hamburg Synchro-

tron Radiation taboratory HASVtAB usiny Synchrotron radiation From the storage

rinq DORTS. The cumplete set-up including the ultra-high vacuum chamber

in which the samp]e was prepared, characterized, and measured is described

in rietail elsewhere /lö/. A schematic drawing is repeated in Fig. 1. Dur

present experimental riescnption will therefore concentrate on the sample

preparation technigues used and the characterization methods to assure that

X5W ran be applied to Lhc samples.

The Si'lll) samples werc cut from a high resistivity {> 10 ß cm), p-type

single crystal with a size nf 10 x 5 x 5 mm . They wiere merhanically polished

to optical flatness w.ith diamond paste, etched in a solutiun of 9b% HNO, +

5 % HF and finished by a chemical-mcchanical Syton polish. Just before in-

sertion into the vacuum chamber, the oxide laycr was removed in a pure HF

bath. Inside the UHU, the sample was carefully heated with direct current

for sei/era! huurs at elevated tempcratures until the normal baue pressure

of the System was reachcd aqain.

After this treatmml, the surfare was usually cleaned for 50 minules with

500 c\.' Ar lons. The dumage to thp rrystal latt ice from t.his treatment was

ünnealed again by heating Lhc sample for several m.inutes at high temperaturet

nf 1200° tu 130Ü°U. Ihis final tumpcrature anri the rooling rate determines

whether a Ixl nr 7x7 ri>ronst rtirt pd surfacc 10 formed at room temperaLurc.

A f;«;l t?ooling rate w i l l qucnrh the hiqh temperatui-c 1x1 strunture /ll/

wt i i l t - a m.-iximitm U-mpcratni-c iihnuEi 1300"l' tngether w i lh a filow hcatinq and

iMinlinq cyrlr (l - l.1? h) prndurfK a 7\ surfacc.
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The slowness of all thermal treatments, avoidinq extensive thermal strains,

also helped to preserve the high perfection of the Substrate lattice which

is used äs reference for the adsorbate distribution function. Twn Standard

X-ray diffraction technigues, double crystal diffractometry andthree crystal

topography were used tn mnnitor the Substrate perfection. Fig. 2 shows the

influence of sputtering on the reflectivity which was measured by rockinn,

in a parallel mode the first and seccnd crystsl relative to the third crystal

which is the sample. Although the fwhm of the curue is not affected strongly,

its shape has changed drastically. The plateau at the top has becomc more

rounded and the intensity in the tails increased because of defects and

strains induced from sputtering.

Fig. 3 shows topograplis of the füll size reflected beam from the sample.

Ouring the exposure the relative angle A* (Fig. 2) was kept constant at about

50 % of the maximum intensity of the rocking curve. For the top row of the

rocking curve one pict.ure was taken an the right and one on the left slope

uf the rocking curve. The topographs show one fringe extending across the

sample which Images a correspnnding strain Variation of the lattice constant.

However, sectians af the homogeneous area can be chosen for an XSW measure-

ment. Such characterization was used in each caae, and a proper perfect

area for the XSW measurement was selected. The bottorn picture shows an almost

homogeneous reflection for comparison.

A tf-ED System with e energies between 30 and ü>0 eU was used to characterize

the surface reconstruction. Ry applying a l kH? modulated retarding voltage

to the grids of tlüs System and operatinq the e gun at about 2 keU, it

was converted intn an Auger-electron spectrometer. Fig. k (sulid line) shows

such Auger-electron measurement of a sample just after insertion into the

OHU. The main contarninants are C, 0 and N. After sputtering and heating

äs described aboue, a spectrum is reeurded für which the dashed line in

Fig. 4 is typical. The 0 and -N peaks have vanished but a small amount of C

is still visiblc which may, however, partly originale from a minute nontamina-

tion of the spectrometer itself.

Br was adsorbed from an electrolytic AgBr uell /12/. Ihe doscs cuuld be

controlled via the current passinq through the cell since thR amuunt of Br

released at the onnde is proportiunal to the electrio current. This value

i s checked and calibrated hy meosur ing t hü B r K f luorcscuncri: y iuld in un j t s

of the 5i Ka yield from the Substrate /13/.
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III. Data Analysis

All XSW measurements which are discussed here were performed with (111)

reflection planes lying parallel to the Si surface. Thus the (111) Fourier

component of the Br atomic density function is determined in our measurements

relative to the bulk diffraction planes. The experimental data are fitted

by a least-squares fit to the formula

CD

where Y ( & ) is the fluorescence yield, normalized Lo its value at an off-Bragg

angle S, R(&) and v(4) are intensity and phase of the reflected beam relative

to the incident beam, calculated from the dynamical theory. In order to

determine the angular scale, the measured reflectivity is cnru'oluted with

the monochromator anqular emittance function and fitted to R(S) . f~c and $

are the amplitude and the phase, respectively, of the (hkl) Faurier component

F = f ,, expC-Zni* ) of the ncrmalized atomic density distribution of the

fluorescence selected species.

Since we detected Br K radiation which originates from electronic orbitals

extending over a narrow ränge dose to the Br nuclei, we can use a Ö-function

like Br density function /B/

p( r ) r p + I p . 6(r - £. !
- o . j - j

j - l, 2, .... n (2)

with P + 2 p . = l, where n gives the number of ocrupied sites.

° J J

The Fourier components are

with

and

j

F0 2 T I p2 + 2 L p .p c o s ( 2 n H - ( £ ; - £ , ) )
H J ; ,, .1 J -

(3)

tan(2TT$u) = I p. sin(ZTiH'£ )
H . J .1

p cos(2-rH>r_ )
J J
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Themal vibrations can be included by madifying the density fünction appropriately

/8/. For our analysis, a density function (2) has been used with only one

Br site occupied coherently relative to Si bulk diffraction planes and the

rest being unifarmely distributed. Thus, a coherent fraction f =6 /S,

where 0 is the total coverage and G the coherent coverage of Br atoms

occupying sites (fij = (Ad/d)u measured in direction of H, is determined by
H H

this analysis.

U'. Results

The result of an XSW measurement can, in addition to the LEED pattern,

be used to check the homugeneity of the adsorbate structure. Table l shows

the values of f and $ ohtained for different surface areas of a sample,

They clearly exhibit inhomogene.it ies resulting from this particular prepara-

tion. Such uariations in f and $ can point towards adsorbate inhomogeneities

äs well äs towards bulk Substrate deformations and haue to be controlled

carefully before the measurement to erisure a homogeneous adsorbate.

No chanqe af the LEED pattern was obseri/ed when Br was adsorbed on an

initially Si(lll) 1x1 surface, A typical result of a preparation with =

U.2 Hl is shnwn in Fiq. 5. A coherent fraction f = 0.96 + Q.D7 is reached
3 c —

which proves the validity of the assumed one-position model, The position

$ = 0.84 jj- D. 01 is eguivalent to a distanre of (2.64 -t- 0.03)8 to the Br

atoms from the topmost bulk (111) diffraction plane. Assuming an unrelaxed,

bulk like topmust Si atomic plane and Br adsorption at the one-fold covalent

atop site, this result is in very good agreement with the bond length obserued

in SiBr, molecules (2,5ii S) /15/, with theoretical cluster calculations

(2.62 Ä) /16/ and with XSW measurements on chemically prepared interfaces

under atmospheric cnnditions (2.61 Ä) /4/.

To determine the influence of the Br-ßr interaction the Br coverage was

increased up to l Ml . Table II gives a summary of the results from a consecu-

t i ve run on the same sample spot. As can be Seen, the phase i/alue increases

with couerage. Above 0 ~ 0.3 Mt the phase becomes 0.88 -*• 0.01 while the

amplitude is not affected stronqly.



Fig. 6 shows the result oF temperinq a Br covered sample (0.5 HL) at about

300°C. The phase changes hy the same amount äs in the case of increasing

the thirkness nf the Br layer, However, in the case of heating the amplitude

also increases. While the total noverage deereases äs expected From thermal

desorptinn, the coherent coverage increases Frnm 0.12 ML to 0.18 ML. which

rcflects the thermal annealing of the layer.

Br adsorption on S i ( l l l ) 7x7

When Br was adsorbed on a 7x7 reconstrücted Sj.(lll) surface, the LEED

poltern changed markedly. Cxcept For those seventh order LEED spots along

the lines connecting the first order spots in the form of a hexayon and

a six-f'old "star" arnund eaoh first nrder spot, all other fractional arder

spots vanished. Thc ricw patlern is similar to that observed afLer Cl and

H adsorption on 7x7 /17,18/.

(ig. 7 (sol id Hne) shows l he result uf an XSW measurement nvi thß = 0.24 ML

afler Br üupusition at room-temperature. The phase value § = U.82 + 0.01

is hardly sigm ficantly different front that. of adsnrption ontu a 1x1 recon-

strücted surface. Adsorption onto 7x7 with G - 0.42 ML qave the identical

Phase value wHh a sl.ightly reduced f - 0.76 ± U.03. The dot-dashed lins

shows the results after tempering the adsorbat.e at. 300°C. The phase $ =

O . B 1 + 0.01 is nut significantly different frum the results of the 7x7 surface.

The cuhcrent covernges 9 decreascd From 0.20 Ml to 0.13 ML and the LEER

pattern r:hangeH fully to 1x1.

In this measurüinerit the thpnretical cuhcrent fraetinn r11 = 0.71 From the
c

substrate Si atoms wut; rcduoed by imperfect iuri tu 0.61 ^ 0.03. If Lhis d.ifference

i r, appliud äs corrent ion for inhomogeneiHes nf the Br adsorbate csiised

Fi-om substrnl-f i impe-rFL-cl iuns, f valuus close to the theoretically maximiim

posniblr value whirh is the Üebyp-Wnller factur uf the Si-Rr system are
rearhed.

Benin ISP nf l de larqe rnherent Frnrtions wluch wcre measureri for the Br

un lx.I nnd 7x7 surfni'c:] and which are closp tn the maximum possihle valuc,

L hu ussuinpl inn, thnl Rr orcupn-:; nt low rovrrnqpa onu adsorpt ion s j L e hoa

bf-pn un,-imhi(|iinnuly j i iü t i f ipd. ScvcL-;il inuaHurrmprit s nnvu high coherent f 'ract ions

- 7 -

with identical positions for each kind of reconstruct.ion and only very small

differences between 1x1 and 7x7.

lable III compares the measured distance nf the Br atom relative to the

tnpmost bulk (111) diffracLion plane with other relevant values. We have

also included a semi-empirica! estimation /19,20/ using the equatiun for

the bondlenqth d in a covalent bondinq
y cov

of two atnms with covalent radii r,,. = 1.17 R and rR = l.lli Ä and electrn-

negativities X c - = li8 and XR . = 2 - 8 - Tne later difference is the measure

for the shortening of the bonding arisinq From the diFFerent electronegatii;i-

ties of the partners; the constant c = 0.06 Ä was taken from ref. /19/.

The agreemcnt between the result of egu. (6), the cluster calciilation, the

XSW result on chfimically prepared adsorbates, and the XSW UHV result on

an initially 1x1 reconstructed surface is excellent.

The C-results on the systcm which was originally 7x7 reconstructed are ulightly

smaller. The maximum relaxation which is in ogreement with the results,

is the difference betwceti the 7x7 uolue ( 2 . 5 7 + 0.03)R and the 1x1 value

(2.64 + 0,03)R and is therefore < 0.1 8. This is in aqreernent with recent

channeling riata /2l/ but in contradiction with other UHV XSUI measurements

iII which Found a contraction of 0,5 R inward. Assuminy a riimer-adarnm-

stackinq fault model /22/ For the 7x7 unit cell, which was also used succcss-

fully to explain rezent XSW results For Ge on Si(lll) 7x7 /23/, the moximum

coverage For adsorption on surface atop s j tes is 0.12 MI . Sinne much larqer

coherent coveragcs were meaaured with ma\imum F values, the surface adatoms

must have been displaced From hheir iit.es to allow for more ßr adsorption

at. surfane ontop sites. This displac[?ment is refluctod in the change nf

the LEED pattern. The uriqinally 7x7 unit cell is reordereri in the interior

similar ta the caseü of H /ll/ and Cl /18/ Adsorption. A possible explanation

is the removal of the aHatoms and survival of the dlmers and the stackiny

Fault. The small diFFerence between the value after reordennq, (2 .54 + 0 .03)Ä,

and the pure 1x1, (2 .64 + Ü.03)R, cusu hlntu tuwarüs an inwnrd

albeit a small one.



The increase of the phase ualue für consecutive Br adsorption on a 1x1 surface

can be interpreted by assuming an increasing ionic character of the Br-Si

bonding. For this case the bondlength can be approximated by /19/

d ,. = d - b iog p (7)cov/ion cov ^ K

where p = v /n is the bonding number, with the effective valency v anda a
the number of nearest neighbours n, and the empirical constant b = G.B Ä

/20/. The ualue d ,. - 2.73 Ä is calculated with an effective valency

u = 3 and a Koordination number n = 4, which is quite suitable for the

high coverage Br case assuming that one Br is surrounded by three other

Br atoms and one Si atom. This takes the interaction between adjacent 6r

atoms inta account and its valency will thus differ from that of an isolated

atom. Although the value from (7) cannot be taken äs being precise because

of the transfer of b from other bonding geometries and because of the rough

description of the bonding by a number p> the measured increase of the posi-

tion with coverage is explained by this tnodel. Another possible explana-

tion, namely an increasing outward relaxation of the top Si layer is much

less unlikely, because this requires an increasinq Si-Si bondlenqth. In

addition, the lengthening of the bonding, because of the increased Br-Br

interaction, also explains that the chemical preparations /2-4/ could only

attain a maximum 0 of 0.20 ML. As discussed in/14,6/, the steric ouerlap

of adjacent Br atoms will cause a change in bonding geometry and will increase

the banding energy which prohibits a higher Q during deposition from the

solution.

The threefold ionic site, which has been found /5/ on a differently prepared

UHU surface before, did not show up in our present systematic study- This

can be caused by a different mcthod used for preparatian here or by different

Si materials with higher contaminent concentration.

The present XSW study on Br adsorbed on 5i(lll) for different reronRtruc-

tion structures 1x1 and 7x7 has cleorly shnwn trhat Br is adsorbed on the

surface atop site in IJHV just aü it is known to he odsorbed nn chemically

prepared surfaces. With increasing coverage of Br on 1x1, the 5i-8r bondlenqth

increases because of the increasinq Br-Br layer mteraction. On a 7x7 surface,

Br reorders the interior of the unit ccll by o local reconstructIon. Nu

- 9 -

indication was found for a large relaxation of the Si-Br double layer perpen-

dicular to the bulk (111) diffraction planes.
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Table l

XSW results from different areas of a sample at different times after preparation.

comment

0.85 + D.02 0.78 + 0.06

0.85 + 0.03 0.33 + 0.06

0.84 + 0.02 0.30 + 0.05

0.91 + 0.03 0.16 + 0.04

sample area fully exposed, directly after

preparation af Br adsorbate

only central area of the beam, no edge

regions included, - 1-2 h after preparation

slit seize further reduced, - 2-7 h after

preparation

area close to sample edge exposed,

~ 8-12 h after preparation



lable II

Sequence

Qel

(mA min)

40

80

120

240

360

480

720

of coverage

(10

2

3

3

4

6

6

6

;u
.3

.3

.4

.5

.8

.4

.7

dependent

0

( M L )

0.33

0.47

0.49

0.64

0.96

0.91

0.96

standing

0.

D.

0.

0,

0,

0.

0.

$

, 8 4 + 0 .

.87 + 0.

,8B + 0.

.89 + 0,

.88 + 0,

,88 + 0.

.87 + 0,

wave

.02

.02

.02

.02

,01

,01

.01

measurements an

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

f c

24 +

26 ±

35 +

27 +

30 +

.37 +

35 +

0.03

0,03

0,02

0.02

0.02

0,02

0.02

51(111)1x1.

dBr-(l l l)

( R )

2.64

2.73

2.76

2.79

2.76

2.76

2.73

0c

0.08

0.12
0.17

0.17

0.29

0.39

0.34

Q . is the electric Charge released from the AgBr cell. o is the Br coverage

estimated from the ratio nf Si and Br K fluoreacence yields. S is the cnrrespori-

ding Br coverage in parts of a monolayer. The rneosured Saturation coverage

at approximately 7 x 10 /cm has been set to Ö - 1. The thenretical value

of 7.83 x 10 /cm is within the error limit of ~ 10 S. d

See text for definition of $. f and 0 .
n c

from SiBr^ /1V

from covalent radii

düster calculation /16/

d from /&/
rov '

d ,. from (7)cov/ion
chemical preparation /4/

this work:

UHU 1x1 low co\i.

large cov.

UHU 7x7 Br

UHU 1x1 (annealed 7x7 Br)

Table_ni_

tist of distances of the Br atom from the top Si layer äs calculated and

measured with different methods (see text).

(R)

2.54

2.70

2.62

2.64

2.73

2.61 + 0.01

2.64 + 0.03

2.76 + Ü.03

2.57 + 0.03

2.54 + 0.03

ß _ x 3.14
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